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5. 1 surround sound speaker system
Bluetooth® compatible

Immersive acoustics that brings your
music, and your entertainment, to life
Take your ears on a journey with this true
surround sound system delivered through its
six-channel direct inputs. You’ve never heard
your TV, computer, gaming console, DVD player
or mobile device with this kind of richness and
tone before. The spaciousness of a movie or
concert’s immersive sound is now possible in
your home. The 6.5-inch driver of this subwoofer
imparts formidable bass effects, bringing more
thrill to the action. What’s more, you can
exercise complete control over your music from
anywhere in the room with the convenient
wireless remote. After trying this formidable
150W wireless surround system, you´ll never
want to listen to music on anything else.

Highlights
• 5.1 channel surround sound system designed to
provide a life-like audio experience
• Boasts 150 watts of output power, precisely delivered
by a 50-watt subwoofer and five 20-watt satellites
• Optical digital input, plus six RCA channels
• Streams music wirelessly with any Bluetooth®-enabled
device from up to 33ft from the audio source
• Seamless integration of multiple audio sources: USB,
SD™ card, optical and RCA, inputs
• Convenient remote to control the system
• Front facing interface with digital display
Surround sound experience

Matrix decoding transforms
any common 2-channel
stereo source into a 5.1
surround sound experience,
with deep, booming bass
and a clear, crisp sound.

Matrix decoding
transforms any common
2-channel stereo source
into a 5.1 surround sound
experience

Technical specifications
Device
Type
Reference RMS
Speaker
Driver unit
Reference RMS
Frequency
Impedance
Sensitivity
Signal to noise ratio
Connectivity
Connection type
Audio input ports
Wireless RF frequency
Wireless range
Additional information
Dimensions
Weight
Cable length
Warranty

5.1 surround sound speaker system with
wireless technology
150W
Subwoofer: 6.5in
Satellites: 3in
Subwoofer: 50W
Satellites: 100W total (20W per channel)
Subwoofer: 20Hz-170Hz
Satellites: 100Hz-20kHz
Subwoofer: 4Ω
Satellites: 6Ω
Subwoofer: 100mV
Satellites: 400mV
Subwoofer: ≥60dB
Satellites: ≥60dB
Bluetooth® compatible and tuner
USB, SD™, optical digital, RCA stereo, six single RCA
2.4GHz
33ft
Subwoofer: 9x14.4x13.6in
Satellite: 4.1x6.7x3.8in
20.3lb
4.9ft
One year
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